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ABSTRACT

Objective: In this study, we evaluated the reliability, reproducibility and final outcome of our techniques for performing image independent tibial interlocking nailing.

Design: Prospective.

Setting: Tertiary teaching hospital (level I trauma center).

Patients/participants: A total of 29 patients were selected for the study (21 males and 8 females patients).

Intervention: Locked tibial intramedullary nailings were performed in the selected subjects, using the standard AO interlocking nail (Synthes™, Switzerland), utilizing our improvisations of the standard technique.

Main outcome measurements: The successful completion of the technique was the prime parameter evaluated. Total surgical time, time taken for placement of each distal bolt, fluoroscopy time (when used) and postoperative alignment and reduction were evaluated. The patients were followed at 4 weekly intervals.

Results: The average duration of the surgery was 78.6 minutes. The mean distal locking time was 16.2 ± 1.4 minutes. Fluoroscopy had to be used in three cases, when the distal locking by the ‘nail-over-nail’ technique failed. In one case, the intramedullary position of the guidewire had to be verified. Thus, 26 out of 30 (86.7%) cases were performed without any imaging assistance. In two cases, the fracture site had to be opened after difficulties were encountered in achieving closed reduction. Thus, 24 out of 30 procedures (80%) were successfully completed by our technique. The fractures were followed to union and the long-term results were comparable to the results of tibial fracture operated by image assistance.

Conclusion: The technique described here can come handy in situations of image intensifier failure. Routine use of part of the steps can assist in reducing radiation exposure during interlocking nailings.
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INTRODUCTION

The standard procedure for locked intramedullary nailing of the tibia utilizes fluoroscopic imaging and radiographic exposure. The ability to perform a closed interlocking nailing of tibia fractures without image intensification offers two main benefits which are as follows:

1. The ability to complete a closed interlocking nailing of the tibia in the event of failure or malfunction of the available image intensifiers,
2. Utilize components or all of the steps in the below described technique to minimize radiation exposure.

It is ideal to keep radiation levels to as low as reasonably achievable. Radiation effects are both the deterministic and stochastic. Deterministic effects have a threshold, but on the other hand, the stochastic effects have a cumulative effect over time.1 The highest radiation exposure is to the surgeons hands during most orthopedic procedures but it also scatter to the surgeons eyes, thyroids and torso. Most of the exposure in a tibial intramedullary nailing occurs during the introduction of the distal bolts. Several devices have been used to achieve distal targeting of the locking bolts without fluoroscopy, including proximally mounted mechanical jigs,2-4 laser guided systems5,6 navigation based methods7 and electromagnetic targeting devices.8,9 Although these devices have been demonstrated to be successful, the devices used necessitate the procurement of additional inventory with significant added costs. The other major steps commonly requiring image intensification are confirmation of the entry site position, ensuring intramedullary location of the guidewire after fracture reduction, and centralizing the nail distally within the canal.

In the orthopedic trauma unit of Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh, we developed a set of simple techniques that made it possible to perform an interlocking tibial nailing without the need for image intensification at any stage. The aim of this
study was to evaluate prospectively, the reliability of these techniques to minimize and potentially, completely negate the necessity of image intensification during interlocking nailing of tibial shaft fractures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of 30 consecutive tibial diaphyseal fractures in 29 patients were selected for the study (21 male and 8 female patients). Exclusion criterion included, open fractures, skeletal immaturity, extremely osteoporotic bone, metaphyseal fracture location, and AO classification type C fractures. The standard AO interlocking nail was used (Synthes™, Switzerland) in all cases.

Surgical Technique

The patient is positioned supine. The entry site is made using an incision extending from the inferior pole of the patella to the tibial tubercle. A transpatellar tendon split was utilized and the entry site is selected. If a transpatellar incision or approach is used, it is noted that the guidewire or awl entry should actually be medialized from the line of this split by about 5 to 7 mm to gain a midline entry site into the tibia. After passing the awl, a rigid cannulated reamer of diameter 8 mm was used in the proximal fragment. Once it was felt that the cannulated reamer has crossed, the proximal fragment it is withdrawn slightly. With the knee in flexion, traction is applied downwards along the axis of the tibial shaft so as to achieve approximate reduction. The reduction is palpated and the cannulated reamer is now advanced with gentle turns. Unlike a guidewire, which tends to slip out through the edges of unreduced segments of bone, the larger diameter of the reamer makes it grasp the distal fragment from within and internally align it into reduction. The cannulated reamer should be advanced gently past the fracture (Fig. 1). This step has to be done gently and cautiously to avoid completion of an unseen comminution. Several current nailing systems do have a reduction tool that is essentially a cannulated solid rod with a flared tip intended for guidewire redirection. The reduction tool can be used in place of the reamer. The guidewire is now inserted into the cannula of the reamer (Fig. 2). If the reamer is intramedullary, the grating sensation of the guidewire passing through the cancellous bone and subsequent ‘thud’ of the guidewire hitting the plafond can be felt.

Further, reaming is done in the usual manner using sequential flexible reamers (Fig. 3). The reaming is done so as to ensure that the largest possible nail is used. Using the largest nail possible is critical to the technique, because it ensures centering of the nail distally.

Once the nail is introduced, the distal locking is performed. The knee is flexed to more than 90º and the limb placed in a figure of four position. A nail of same length is mounted on the medial aspect of the tibia under the insertion handle. The tissue protection sleeves with trocar are placed in the slots provided in the insertion handle and then through the proximal holes of the outer nail (Fig. 4). This ensures that the extramedullary nail is placed on the medial aspect of the tibia, and aligned approximately parallel to the intramedullary nail. The distal part of the extramedullary nail is centered on the medial aspect of the distal tibia (Fig. 4).

The drill hole for the distal most bolt is made first. The distal most hole in the extramedullary nail is used as a guide for location of the level of the holes for the intramedullary nail. The angular orientation of the sleeve trocar assembly in the insertion handle is used as a visual guide to the angular orientation of the distal bolt holes of the intramedullary nail. Utilizing the distal most hole of the extramedullary nail as a guide for positioning and with the drill bit itself positioned parallel in two planes to the sleeve and trochar assembly, a
unicortical drill hole is now made (Fig. 5). This hole is used as a pilot hole to verify location.

If the pilot drill hole and the intramedullary nails bolt hole are in line, then the accuracy of placement can be checked using the long guidewire in what we shall refer to as a guidewire technique. After the drill is removed, the guidewire is fully inserted till it hitches across the plafond. A hemostat is now placed at the point where the guidewire exists the jig (Fig. 6). The guidewire is withdrawn and the drill is reinserted. If the hemostat stays short of the jig edge by more than 2 cm and the impact of the guidewire hitting the drill bit is palpable through the drill, then it confirms proper location of the hole (Fig. 7).

If by this check the hole placement is found to be erroneous or outside the nail, then a 1 mm K-wire is used to feel through the pilot hole. Minor rotational mismatches can be adjusted by slightly rotating the nail using the insertion handle. In case of anterior or posterior translational mismatch or of distal or proximal length mismatch, the amount of mismatch is gauged by using this K-wire. The mismatch is most often to the order of 5 mm to 1 cm and is very often identifiable by using the K-wire, introduced through the pilot hole, to walk up and down the nail or anterior and posterior to the hole to find the nail and the bolt hole. Once the bolt hole in the nail is felt, the K-wire is forced in through the bolt hole, often at an angle. The
K-wire’s position is now confirmed to be within the bolt hole by striking the guidewire, passed within the nail, against the K-wire. The K-wire will be seen to rattle to each impact of the guidewire if it is indeed within the bolt hole (Fig. 8). If the actual bolt hole is grossly off the mark compared to the pilot hole, then a new drill hole is made at the level of the new presumed point, still utilizing the distal hole in the overlying nail as a gauge of length and angles. Once the drill position is verified to be intramedullary by the above described guidewire technique, the drill hole is completed and the locking bolts are placed. The bolt placement is again confirmed by using the guidewire technique against the bolt. The length at which the guidewire hits the distal bolt can be used as a confirmatory check. This can be done by using the hemostat marking method described above or by taking out the guidewire and placing it outside in close apposition to the medial border of the tibia to confirm that the length at which the bolt has been fixed (from the jig edge to the skin stab wound) is same as the distance at which the guidewire meets resistance when placed inside the nail.

Now, a screwdriver is placed in the screw head of the distal screw so as to act as a reference of its direction. Using the guidance provided by the proximal sleeves, the angle of the screwdriver and the hole in the overlying nail, the hole for the proximal of the distal locking bolts is made. The position is similarly confirmed by sounding the guidewire against the stationary drill bit or by using a K-wire. The second cortex is drilled and bolts placed. After correction of rotational alignment, the nail extractor is used to backslap the distal fragment into compression at the fracture site and proximal locking is performed. In fractures without comminution and in which the obliquity of the fracture line was less than 30°, the proximal locking consisted of only the dynamic bolt. In others, the static bolt was applied as well.

Postoperatively, the patients were encouraged early assisted weight bearing and subsequently unassisted weight bearing.

Clinical and Radiographic Evaluation

All intraoperative parameters including total surgical time, time taken for placement of each distal bolt, fluoroscopy time (when used), and intraoperative complications were noted. The postoperative radiographs were evaluated for fracture reduction, varus-valgus malalignment, entry site proximity to joint line, nail prominence, and nail centering. Postoperative rotational alignment was evaluated by seating the patient at the edge of the bed with the knees in flexion.

All patients were evaluated at monthly intervals. After union was documented, further follow-ups were conducted at three monthly intervals. Radiographs were also taken to evaluate for union and to look for evidence of malalignment.

Malunion was defined as > 5° of angulation on antero-posterior or lateral radiographs or rotational malalignment > 15°. Clinical union was defined as the ability to bear full weight with no pain at the site of the fracture, and radiographic union was defined as evidence of bridging of three of the four cortices on standard anteroposterior and lateral radiographs. Union occurring after 20 weeks was classified as delayed union. Nonunion was defined as cessation of periosteal and endosteal new bone formation, with sclerosis of the medullary canal observed at the fracture surfaces. The patient was evaluated clinically for pain (at the fracture site, at the nail entry site and the sites of the locking bolts) and for function. Anterior knee pain was registered on a visual analog scale ranging from 0 to 10 with 10 as the worst.

RESULTS

A total of 30 consecutive tibial diaphyseal fractures in 29 patients were selected for the study (21 male and 8 female patients). Two patients were lost to follow-up. In two cases, the fracture site had to be opened after difficulties were encountered in achieving closed reduction. The average duration of the surgery was 78.6 minutes (54-118). The mean distal locking time was 16.2 ± 1.4 minutes (9-38 minutes). Fluoroscopy had to be used in three cases when the distal locking by the nail-over-nail technique failed. In one case, the intramedullary position of the guidewire had to be verified (fluoroscopy time of 12 seconds). Barring these four instances fluoroscopy was not used in any of the other 26 nails.

In one case, there was malrotation greater than 15°. In this patient, a second surgery was performed; wherein, the distal bolts were removed, the fracture realigned and then relocked. In two cases, the drill bit broke while drilling the proximal of the two distal holes.

The mean period of follow-up was 12 months (6-24 months). The mean time taken to union was 16.8 weeks.
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DISCUSSION

Over the past decade it has come to be accepted that, in tibial diaphyseal fractures, intramedullary nails are more advantageous for fracture healing and function than other available methods of treatment like casting and plating. The standard procedure for tibial interlocking is fluoroscopy dependent. Recent concerns of radiation exposure to the surgeon and patient has been one of the main reasons for the development of methods that attempt to minimize radiation exposure while performing a tibial interlocking. Skjeldal and Backe in 1987 reported that exposure to 5 minutes fluoro- scopy during distal interlocking will limit the number of operations performable, before the maximum permissible radiation dose for the hand is reached, to 25 per year if the hand is placed in the primary X-ray beam. They recommend using an awl with 30 cm long side arm for distal locking. Madan and Blakeaway conducted a study, where they estimated the radiation dosage to the surgeons extremities and patients gonads. Although they conclude that the exposures using the current techniques are well within acceptable limits, they also caution that since the long-term effects of radiation are unknown and because establishing a causal relationship to many types of cancer is difficult; it would be justifiable to minimize exposure and take all the necessary precautions. Mehlmann and DiPasquale demonstrated that operating room personnel within 24” from the fluoroscopy beam receive significant amounts of radiation exposure, particularly to the unprotected eyes, neck and hands.

In the developing world quite a sizeable number of primary and secondary hospitals do not have C-arms, and in the ones where they are available technical problems and breakdowns are not infrequent. It is the latter situation that made us chance upon and further develop techniques to do closed tibial interlocking without image intensification. In this study, we have evaluated the reproducibility and efficacy of these techniques and followed the fractures till union. Our study uses nothing more than standard interlocking equipment for performing all the steps (rather than distal locking alone) in tibial interlocking without image intensification.

In our study, 26 out of 30 (86.7%) cases were performed without any imaging assistance. One of the steps requiring fluoroscopic assistance is achieving reduction. In all except 3 cases closed reduction and guidewire placement was successful, out of which one failed case required fluoroscopic assistance for verification of the guidewire position and the other two had to be opened, because the reamer encountered resistance in passing it into the distal fragment. This translates to a 90% success rate for the cannulated reamer assisted closed reduction technique. If the two cases in which the fracture site was opened are considered as failures of the technique, then 24 out of 30 procedures (80%) were successfully reduced closed by our technique, without any imaging or necessity to open the fractures.

The entry site was made under direct vision to minimize cartilage and soft tissue damage that could possibly contribute to anterior knee pain. The incidence of anterior knee pain was however still substantial at 46.7%, but this is similar to the results reported in other studies.

In 27 out of 30 cases (90%) distal locking was done without image guidance. The average distal locking time was 16.2 ± 1.4 minutes with a range, however, of 9 to 38 minutes. The longer cases were done during our initial learning curve phase. A probability plot of distal interlocking times (Fig. 9) shows that 80% cases were locked within 16 minutes (this includes time taken to drive in the screws and countercheck their position by sounding the guidewire). It is our consensus that if the distal hole cannot be located and locked even after 20 minutes by this technique then one should resort to image assisted locking, if available. In two cases, the drill
bits broke. This was due to excessive leverage force applied over the drill bit in an attempt to negotiate it from an eccentric entry hole into the opposite side of the hole in the nail. When this technique is to be used, drilling has to be gentle and caution should be used to avoid excessively bending the drill bit to negotiate it around an eccentrically placed entry hole. Always ensure that the guidewire is withdrawn while the drill is moving.

The time taken to union in our series is comparable to other studies of tibial fracture union after nailing. At the outset of the study, we were wary of the possibility of malalignment, improper positioned bolts, the possibility of early bolt fatigue (because of possible eccentricities in bolt placement), and vascular injury due to the ‘blind’ nature of the technique. Except for one case of bolt fatigue and one case of excessive malrotation none of the other complications occurred. One complication noted in our series was pain at the distal bolt site which occurred in 4 patients (7.5%). This however settled after the bolts were removed. There were no delayed presentations of malrotation in our series indicating that the effective rotational locking provided was sufficient. In addition to excessive bolt lengths in three of the four cases, residual micromotion at the distal locking bolt site due to a wider entry hole (where a coalescent adjacent hole had to be placed) is a possible cause for the 7.5% incidence of pain at the distal bolts reported in our series.

It is not advisable to use the techniques in fractures close to the metaphyseal region because of the much higher chance of malalignment. In severe degrees of comminution in patients with tighter medullary canals a blind reamer assisted reduction technique has the potential to cause more comminution. We believe that reduction in those situations should always be image assisted. In cases of severe swelling and obesity, palpation of the medial tibial crest and verification of the quality of the reduction may be difficult. Multiple failed blind drill holes and coalescent entry site drill holes do have the theoretical potential to cause incomplete locking. A patient and step-wise approach is needed to avoid this. By the end of our learning curve locking was possible without needing more than two holes in most cases.

Despite its drawbacks, we believe that knowledge of the above described technique could come in handy when the image intensifier fails you, and parts of the technique could be used as technical tips to overall reduction of radiation exposure.
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